strain was from town
- you shot well,
- home in to become open

- hydrogen as I can,
- of cars.

- uneventfully

- till stance, will you
- quit.
- mountain of a cat
- (tomcat)
- met a tag
- funny things &
- Malabar cards.
You & Solitude,
5.15" monitor used
to muse, not a
commanding rhyme.

Thu 19. Magdel, only
bus corridors on:
1 day of cool 8 min.

circumference I love

Hugo - how do they
know?
Now we're getting
1 RH.

Take .5 an to yun
in a 1/2 a min if
you don't...

Spend a lot of year
being a (de-)anal
inlook
straight-line pool

moon caught in
net & cloud
Kanto grams

baan's warlocks

Tell he want in all he can. Is he so different?

KITS 369-6224

Kunio's 14034 84-1112
napkin:
1/2 soil
1/4 meat
1/4 chix

When my turn came, 
I said, for THIS 

C J Y 2am HE

I was hesitant for a some 

s

You're spoiling it 
you sab chimney

but not out.
Conference.com

like a flash of beam making its way through clouds.

inspiration was to

w/ endless diligence
6 masterly talented

@ tape editing &

producer,
My MT sounds as a sub for N’s.
in spoken form

A lot of words have flowed them a maze
of 7’s

P was sold, then sold
again its title
shattered as observed—

only we go to count
like a Shocard's

planks
Everyone is her diary habit.

believing

Don't get wound up.

If men can make up
it what she will—

vous hâtes from both
of her children as well
as his.

- twitter

- arrested by S's
  landscape artist o

page
towards — just fitting, but W. recognize of it, and the money had been made? — 
and silence...

—W barely heard.

— in breast pocket of his suit, (perhaps) in some future century.

Winston
not to promote, lag against each other
You know, I think so.

don't give up the
so great sit-in

Bush  ☐  ☐ Bush'ın

Gore  ☐
coast

dust d. i. s. x py. 1 i.e. coast sit in

height, 78" from ground.
N wind: 37" from north.
N; 8" W of above.

West wing,
also on 4th floor and
placed 6 of window frames.
-5 and 6' from window
from corner;
-2" 3" W of above.
1"uther 1/2.
Summer rug:
- Center: SE corner on 2nd board out from
  hearth, 43” from Swall - N end: 37” from radio
- Pad: 3” W of above measurement

Other rug:
- Align DE side W 2nd
  from E of window frame
- 5” and 6” from window
  frame corner
- Pad 3” W of above,
  1” farther N
Paul Raven has talked
- chit (1-3)
- compost (3-6)
stay out: 3-6

Holly hot! (Tamale)
Sandy guy man.
Make life interesting
$27,500

Your 1 Sedona
are on July 24
I totally agree xo
20cm/Ami
(425)
869-1823
Tophaz

Yours truly, dry

Yours ever, Mark

Y his age
sweep deck & out front
werp nail
lock deck door

Topaz

invisibly dry
Bannons 1/4 artha

Sam

of his age
Jim' Watkins
2010 30th ave. So
709-8324

Jimmy's
Table
2805
Madison St.
Gretchen & Mike
509 548 4190
Leavenworth
7910 Dempsey Rd
about E. Leav. Rd.
drainy: we got off onto

family country

-Samuel

making a show of checking clock

1992 looking Jesus

7 shrun 1 or amn
UBK Store

Country of Young - Lisa Carey

Pundigal Summer, King Street

Fudge Brothers, Joseph Elly

Lighthouse Stevenson

Bella Bathurst,

Perennial

Shout Moon -

Pyde McPhee Brown ?
REI
- boots or walking shoes

Office D on USB
- printer cartridge, HP 5MP
- 3 pans

Xmas stamps - $25
2014
straightening matter 
squeezing away

Ann: follow-up when 
year of parts

plumbing date

understand.

Do - ? talk for Sig.

stefan y start
souled

I, we, me, we

Banished Brain Jazz

"I can't help life is just an audition."

"Tell."

Her past cloudy Od eye
29000

237
94
25

sweep front
sound of trump

West: 3 p.m.
luscious

all counts
adulate (emotion, or manner I spag)

proddigram

Crewel Sea, 170 - print was

plana

✓ I've got to say

OSU
Los Angeles
Nature
Stay
Far
saturated ev/er idee schemes

in all two county (?)

Ziara

They wondered whether to lead to salute circuits.

Do exploded.

P.S.: 'Lady

Anna

Hannah - John F.

In Memoriam - John F.

May 1945
OVER

Marinada Swing
Lisa Casey

Almanac

DARE

40 Man a Day on Record
Berry Yarby
Don Reilly, Jr.

RLS: A Song
Frank McElhammad

Wormholes - John Fowler

As for Me - My House
Sinclair R.
Hilands Senior Time

commenced -

Joanne O'Brien

Mary & Tom - D.2 1975

Fra Interlachen

June 1975
charms (of the mind)

neural peds / stars

scattered as a star system

not much to hinge a life on

rightly done

staring eye
$20

157 547 00

- blow another stick
- 7 pens into transformers store

a deep complete joy.

amber eyes?
wide-apart
Do- be thinking that.

30

4.50

1.8

former as an anvil
after Pizza - View
Canyon Way BK Now
Baby House-

P C City
Tower of Content &
Sylvia Beach
230,000
5.6
\[ \frac{230,000}{5.6} = \frac{1380000}{1150000} = 12.3880. \]

\[ \sqrt{ic\in cl\ldots} \]

\[ \\text{mute x dispatch jury} \]
$2,000 01 $14,000 @ $559
$2,500 02 $54,000
$3,000 03 $432,200
$7,500 $129,600
$20,000 $219,600
$27,500

58,000
$890
4640
$3
13,120
Disappointed closure.

adversarial eyes
partially majestic eyes
frank
ostinate
reflective

Jan. 21 - 8:30
Jazz A - Nancy W

amigos

mariin guard

Morgan Kushner
1968 170

This all cuts + than you may think

Music waited.

To...

Tape 3 Yrins a day

Like 2ndst in Yrins
of checklist...
Strandloch - 150 crew
Royal Artillery
V. with 5 St. Pom

1st Army

N. Board

V. chute

5 wounded

58 boat

40 boats / 20 km

143 - 82 wind

Northack
M: I do, want some 80 along my clock, a good.

N: are you thinking what I am, the 2 learning me any thing to do with her.

(some thread, shot him, shot him.)
Dr. K - iron in diet info?

staying

N. E科尔

24-25

Mammography up.

my calling.

@ base 7. throat shot him & shot him.

scared 7 time (yes)
into a caring mind
that they'll know
and aid the cause.

Colored troubadour

wont'an contain

Maybe I—got swept up
in some 'o' them ol' Mel

han. You got to tell
that to whatson pools an
alone you.
$2200

25,000  
.0875
125000
175000
206660
2187.5

You on morn & 
army, A. Tobie.

Plane

Need 1 Togar panic

Writing & cooling 7
my ability, try to
find stuff again.
'93 - 8 breaking dies.

2033 5th (Cherner) - garage
125

+ learn what happens.

T/H White to, SA, Ht. Warman

That is.
Can't they ever say like she does, 'I'm getting tan?'

One poor instrument mind...

mouth o him like a garden gate

rubbing him rubbing

Protein electrostatic

M.D cut
Feb 10 - 6:30 - Damborgs

dances by dark

convey's joke to support now in rodeo q1 stand.

Casper

profoundly taking it apart.

He had been pecking away @ cerne

symmetrical clever? cock?

A mess in his

on post cut.
A piece I see, more
substantially wide
admonition
lamp chamber
magpie
He is supposedly a figure
I learn's
chix mamma
org compost

playing w/ foot

down jay

Emerald City

Spandy
Dewry Batlett

Plum, lemon, Beauty, Malling, Sanada, Shino, Yellow Egg

Dewy apple, Braeburn, Cortland, Liberty, Macred, Red Grims, Spartan
½ a cup peach fruit semi-sweet

peaches & nectarines
red wine

mozzarella & crispy fennel
Police
Entrapment
Beard, Lens
After Glare
Breathless
Dona Fata
A Man + A Woman
Charade of Fire
Brid
Billy Lion
Sam & the Six Nation
Choose Me
Darling
Killing (classic)
Dancing @ L'fe
A Bridge Too Far
My Negro Ballad War
Murphy's Law
All Famous